
We help families  
come together 
for dinner

Our busy lives can make eating regular family 
meals together challenging. While we all know 
it is important to eat together, it can often 
feel stressful and time consuming. To help 
overcome this, Around The Table provides 
resources and strategies to help families enjoy 
re-connecting at dinner time.

Dinner time is one of the most significant  
interaction you will have with your child all day. 
This daily interaction delivers benefits such as 
increased levels of self esteem and resilience, 
higher levels of vocabulary, as well as lower rates 
of risky teenage behaviours such as substance 
abuse. Read the full list of benefits  
www.aroundthetable.com.au

5 steps to easy family dinners

For more information visit: www.aroundthetable.com.au

Plan &  
Prioritise

Share Roles &  
Responsibilities

Focus on the  
Conversation

Turn off  
Technology 

 Keep Meals  
Simple



HELPING FAMILIES 
CONNECT AT DINNER

The many benefits associated to family dinner also translate to lunch and breakfast. If dinner is 
unrealistic for your families schedule, try lunch or breakfast instead.

The key to unlocking the benefits associated to family dinner is providing conversation that 
engages the whole family. Eating in front of the television, in silence or perhaps even a heated 
debate doesn’t allow for a positive atmosphere which is required to connect at mealtimes.

You are an important role model for family dinners. Life skills such as table manners and  
communication skills are all modelled through your role at the dinner table. This is a prime  
learning opportunity, be the example you would wish for.

Regular family dinners can be very challenging or perhaps unrealistic for your family. Don’t be hard 
on yourself, it doesn’t need to be perfect. Connecting over one meal a week (breakfast, lunch or 
dinner) or eating with those that are available is a great place to start, and always worth the effort.

4 FAST FACTS ABOUT FAMILY DINNERS

The real reward behind every family dinner is the  
engaging conversation and fond memories. We  
recognise achieving this isn’t as easy as it sounds. To help 
families, our experts have designed Activity Card Packs 
to help get everyone to the table and make table talk 
easy, fun and enjoyable. So you can spend your time and 
energy being part of the conversation.

CONVERSATIONS THAT MATTER

FUNDRAISING THAT MATTERS
Schools and community groups play a vital role in  
supporting families to eat regular meals together.  
To show our appreciation for the work that schools   
and community groups do, we donate $1 from every  
purchase to those who advocate for sit down family dinners. 

Order your Activity Cards: www.aroundthetable.com.au
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